Characterization of formation and trace rhythm reproduction by rabbit hippocampal neurons during early and late ontogeny.
The formation and reproduction of memory traces by hippocampal neurons were studied and a relationship between the number of presented series of periodical electrocutaneous stimulation and degree of trace acquisition of the rhythm, on the one hand, and rabbit age (6-30 days, 1, 4-5, and 7 years), on the other, was detected. The hippocampus of 6-7-day and 7-year-old rabbits is characterized by low neuron activity and inability to trace acquisition of rhythm. The pulse frequency and trace acquisition of the rhythm in animals aged 8-14 days and 4-5 years (middle age) formed slower than in adult animals (after 2-4 stimulation series on days 2-4 of experiment) and could not be reproduced on the next day without reminding. In rabbits aged 25-30 days and 1 year the basal activity reached the optimum level and trace acquisition of rhythm was observed after 1-2 series on days 1-2 of experiment and was reproduced without reminding on the next day. The detected physiological stages are in good correlation with the morphochemical organization of the rabbit hippocampus at the stages of early and late ontogeny.